
ST. VINCENT TRANSPLANT

Finding the Right Words
Asking someone to consider living donation may be one of the hardest things you will do in your 
life. Depending on your relationship and comfort level with a potential donor, you may wish to 
include some of the following in your discussion. 

Allow Friends and Family to Share  
Your Story 

Words to get you started:

“My daughter’s kidney function is worse and her 
doctor is recommending a kidney transplant from 
a deceased donor or Living Donor. Living Donor 
transplants can be planned and happen more 
quickly. Would you consider sharing my daughter’s 
interest in receiving a kidney transplant?”

Share Your Journey with Friends  
and Family

Words to get you started:

“I wanted to talk with you about my health. I have 
kidney disease and my kidney function has become 
worse. My doctors are recommending kidney 
transplant as a treatment option, and they would 
like for me to find a Living Donor. Could I give you 
some information to learn more?” 

Share Your Need for a Living Donor  
with a Large Community

Words to get you started:

“I recently started dialysis and now I am one of 
over 100,000 people nationwide who are waiting 
for a kidney transplant. If you are interested in 
living donation or know of someone who would 
like to learn more about kidney donation, please 
let me know. You can also call the St. Vincent 
Living Donor Line at 317.338.2694 for more 
information about donation.”
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Tell Your Story on Social Media

Words to get you started:

“Dear Friends, You may or may not know that I 
have kidney disease and recently started dialysis 
because my kidneys have stopped working. My 
doctors have recommended kidney transplant as 
a treatment option and I am taking steps to be 
listed for a deceased donor kidney, but this could 
take many years. I am also asking friends and 
family to consider living donation because it is 
considered a better treatment option. 
If you would like to learn more about living 
kidney donation, you can call the St. Vincent 
Living Donor Line at 317.338.2694. If you would 
like to spread the word about donation, please 
share this post.”

Accepting a “Yes” or a “No”

When you begin to share your story about kidney 
disease, people will respond in many different 
ways. It is important to give each person time to 
process the information and the right to say “yes” 
or “no” to your request. If a person says no or does 
not offer to donate, it does not mean that they do 
not care for you. It means that they are unable to 
consider donation at this time. Thank them for 
learning more about donation and for thinking 
about donating to you.  

“I understand that this is not a good time for 
you. I want to thank you for learning more about 
transplant and considering living donation.” 
When a person offers to consider living donation, 
encourage them to call the St. Vincent transplant 
center to make an appointment to begin testing. 
It is important to share with them how you feel 
about their offer. 
“I am touched that you would consider donating 
your kidney to me. I want you to understand all 
of the risks and everything that is involved with 
donation. Let me provide you with the phone 
number to St. Vincent so they can answer all of 
your questions and begin testing.” 
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